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NEW KITS!
ANUFC ushers in the Kappa era with a
near-100% record on matchday one
LEAGUE LEADERS
Wins against Wagga
and Queanbeyan
send ANUFC top of
NPL2 and NPL2
U23! See our
Leading the Line NPL
featurette on page 8
for more!

1991
30 years of SCUM

2021

ANU SPORT ELECTIONS
ANUFC candidates standing for all
three seats in the May 4-6 online vote

SEASON 2021
Season Launch, match reports, a few
words from the President, it’s all here!
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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT
Here we are. Life in post-apocalyptic Canberra.

Vlahos, Secretary Arthur Treloar, Treasurer Dylan
Kim, Capital Football Liaison Greg Kelly and

Welcome to Season 2021! I keep calling it the

Student Engagement Officer Dominic Leal-

59th season of the ANU Football Club in

Smith. Harrison has stepped down due to

anticipation of our Diamond Jubilee in 2022, but

repeated assassination attempts, including being

keen observers (Pat) would note that this is

T-boned by a ‘taxi’ driver late last year. Arthur was

actually our 60th season of competition.

last seen heading into the blue mountains. Dylan
has traded God’s work for the public sector. Dom

Last year was not easy for us. We spent the better

has retreated to dominating the Left of Midfield,

part

and the last I heard of Greg, he was leading the

of

five

months

during

pre-season

developing our plan of attack for 2020 that

takeover of football in Byron.

ended up being scrapped as we focused all of
our efforts on getting players back into football. I

Continuing on, I would like to welcome new

think I have seen 27 different versions of our

committee members Lachie Bayliss (VP), Fabian

COVID-safe plan. Who remembers when we had

Hoffmann (S), Marcus Alim (T), Alice McNeill,

to train with the 1.5m social distancing rule? In

Brett Graham (also Capital Football Liaison), Isaac

any case, last year is done. Season 2021 is here

Ellis, Michael Blacksell (also ANU Sport Liaison),

and it's going to be a big one!

Peter Papathanasiou (also Masters Liaison) and

Firstly, I would like to thank our partners for this

Tom Crossley (also NPL Liaison). I would also like

year:

to welcome our new Equipment Officer Felix
Freckmann, Member Protection Information

•

Ford Peterson;

•

Gulson – the Home of Fine Cars;

•

Capital Clinic Physiotherapy;

•

Moray & Agnew Lawyers;

•

Pizza Capers;

•

Hellenic Club; and

•

ANU Sport.

Our partners support us in providing the very
best football experience at the very lowest price
in Canberra. So please reciprocate the support
when you have the opportunity!
Secondly, I would like to thank last year's
committee for all their hard work and wish the

Officer Ryan Vickers, Communications Manager
Timothy

Harris

and

SCUM

editor

Joshua

Woodyatt.
The club does not run without the help of
volunteers, so please consider volunteering if
you have the time available. It is a very rewarding
experience, and for the students out there, it can
provide a huge boost to your job applications
when you graduate. Anyway, that’s enough about
us – on to club developments.
As you may be aware, the 2020 committee
developed a strategic plan in early 2020. We
have achieved several of the strategic objectives
established in the plan including:

outgoing 2020 committee members all the best
in their future endeavours: El Presidente Harrison
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•
•

The establishment of Fellows as a viable

unavoidable regardless of the number of teams

medium-term field solution;

(unless we were drop to less than 8 teams). It was

The retirement and replacement of all
club kits;

•

The improvement in member
communication through regular member
emails;

•

usual 90min on a half a field for each team before
and after the shutdown, with our 23 teams
outside of this period. This grass closure
arrangement was extended for a couple of
reasons:

The establishment of four new multi-year
partnerships;

•

predicted that we would be able to provide the

•

functional. Information provided to us in

The increase in our Summer 9s

February was that the South Oval lights

participation from 4.5 divisions to 6

would be fixed by now. The two towers in

divisions in 2020;
•

question have been out of action for 6

The diversification of our revenue

months. Had the lights been fixed all

streams to reduce the reliance on the

teams would have had the usual 90

ANU Sport grant and membership fees
which has enabled us to absorb the
registration fee increase for 2021; and
•

The ratification of our new constitution at
the AGM in October, and the
incorporation of the club in February of
this year.

On the participation side of things, we have seen
a surge in demand for spots with us this year, as
students return to campus. Thanks to ANU Sport
for providing access to Fellows Oval, we have
been able to maintain our current membership
while establishing new teams for students as they
return to campus. Our membership (as of this
issue of SCUM) sits at 418 players. We are fielding
23 teams across NPL, State League, Community
League and Masters Leagues in 2021.
There have been some questions raised about
the capacity constraints at ANU with the increase
in membership and I would like to take the
opportunity to answer these. We expect every
year to have field constraints for 3 weeks at the
end of March due to the Grass Closure and this is

South Oval lights are still not 100%

minutes on a half a field; and
•

We were initially informed that the grass
shutdown would last 3 weeks and finish
on 5th April. This was extended due to
the severe downpour at the start of the
shutdown that prevented seeding from
taking place.

Hopefully, by the time the Fellows closure ends
on 7th May (extended also), South Oval will have
been fixed, and we can revert to the preshutdown training schedule. After this date we
have all 6 fields from 6-9pm until seasons end.
To give us the best possible say in issues such as
this the club is aiming to extend its involvement
in ANU Sport in 2021. I am pleased to announce
that Joshua Woodyatt, Xavier Ellingham and
Adam Condipodero have all nominated for the
three positions available for the ANU Sport
Board. An election will be held online from
9:00am Tuesday 4th May to 5:00pm Thursday 6th
May. All ANUFC members are eligible to vote,
and details will be sent to your registered email.
Voting will be through the ANU Sport website. I
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implore all members to vote for these three

program. Social football is on every Friday

fantastic candidates.

afternoon at 5pm during semester on Fellows.
Social football is free for all existing ANU FC and

I can also relay information provided to us from

ANU WFC club members, so come give it a try!

ANU Sport that the lights on Willows will soon be

Free pizza is provided at the end from our partner

converted to LED's at the Football NSW semi-

Pizza Capers Gungahlin. More information is

professional standard. However, we do not have

available on our website, and you can join the

a timeline on these works. Work on the new

new ANU Social Football Facebook Group to

South Oval clubhouse has been postponed to

keep up to date.

2022 due to COVID. The construction under the
pre-COVID timeline was supposed to commence

On the NPL side of things, former coach and Life

this month. Planning for the replacement of the

Member Jim Dawson has stepped down from his

Willows surface has not started, and we have

role as Head Coach, leaving for greener pastures

been informed that the surface will not be

in Queensland. I cannot describe Jim's service to

replaced until after the South Oval construction is

the club over the preceding 31 years. I'll leave

complete.

that to Plastic. But on behalf of the club, I thank
Jim and wish him and his family all the best with

In light of continued Racism in Sport, we have

all that their future holds. Jim will always have his

partnered with the Australian Human Rights

place at home at ANU.

Commission's

Racism.

It

Stops

With

Me

campaign. As part of this initiative, we have

Our new NPL head coach is Adam Condipodero.

mandated

complete

Adam is an 18-year playing member of the club,

inclusivity training. You may have also seen the

and previously served as club secretary. Adam

campaign branding on club emails, the club

brings a wealth of experience as well as the

Facebook page, and the Club website. We are

knowledge of what it means to play for ANU. He

also pleased to announce that all club kits in 2021

is joined by the 2018 Capital League Golden

will brandish the Campaign logo, in a show of

Boot winner Andrew Manley as NPL U23s coach.

support that Racism has no place in sport. The

The NPL team was narrowly beaten by an inferior

ANU Football Club has a zero-tolerance policy

O'Connor Knights side in the first round of the

towards Racism.

Federation Cup, but now sit comfortably on top

that

club

leadership

after 3 matches played with 7/9 points. The NPL2
In a bid to expand the football opportunity set for

premiers earn automatic promotion, so please

our members, and as a sign of continuing co-

get behind the team as we push for NPL1! We

operation with the ANU Women's Football Club,

have also established a brand new NPL

we have launched a mixed Social Football

subcommittee to help alleviate the administrative
pressures on the committee.

ANUFC is committed to reconciliation, and we
would like to acknowledge and pay our respects
to the Ngunnawal people, the traditional owners
of the lands on which we are lucky enough to
enjoy the beautiful game.

With regard to refereeing coverage, I am pleased
to announce that our new ANU Referees
coordinator Marcus will be ensuring that all home
matches will have referees in 2021.
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The committee has resolved to compensate those
individuals who referee other teams matches the
standard referee fee of $60, in an effort to improve

Season 2021: The NPL2 boys take it to
Queanbeyan City

referee coverage across our home matches.
If there is anything you would like to discuss about
the club, I can be contacted by email at
president@anufc.org.au.
I wish you all the best of luck in your competitions
this year!
Vilis est sermo,
Jonathan Saunders
2021 ANUFC President

OVER AT ANUWFC
Our club spent the off-season working with UC
Pumas and other State League Women’s clubs to
create a petition that focused on the poor quality
of playing fields allocated to the Women's State
League competition. As some of you may know,
State League Women's matches are only played
at 'cluster venues' - the fields that Miniroos play
on, and many clubs train on throughout the week.
We unfortunately had many injuries through
2020 caused by potholes, burnouts, and the
general quality of fields allocated to us. Ten out
ANUFC-ANUWFC collaboration has increased

of the 18 clubs who participate in the Women's

this year to include an honorary ANUWFC

State League signed the petition, showing a

member sitting on the ANUFC Committee and

majority of clubs want this issue to be heard. We

NPL

and

met with Capital Football to discuss our concerns

sponsorship collaboration. The relationship has

and the petition was raised during Question Time

benefited ANUWFC in many aspects, and we

in the ACT Legislative Assembly. We hope that

hope the same can be said for ANUFC. We are

this year the field quality will improve, and we will

looking forward to working together in the future

continue to fight for fairer allocation of fields

as two of the strongest, largest, and most

across Women's and Men's competitions.

Sub-Committee,

joint

events

successful clubs in the ACT.
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ANUWFC's committee has expanded to include

ANUWFC has increased in numbers yet again for

new members and roles, including Sophie

the 2021 season - fielding eleven teams across six

McGlynn as the Player Welfare Officer, Charlotte

divisions. We will be hosting matches at ANU for

Wen as the Communications Coordinator, and

the first time this year on three Sundays: June 6th,

our ever-enthusiastic returning Social Committee

July 25th, and August 8th. Please come down to

lead, Josie Chantrell. We welcome our new

watch at Willows and South to support your sister

President, Laura Sant'ana, who has been an

club! We will be posting more details closer to

indescribably important asset to the club for the

the time, so keep an eye out on our Facebook

past five years (as both VP and Treasurer) and

page (like and follow while you're there!).

finally sits on the throne. The rest of the executive
is made up of Claire Eaton (VP, formerly

ANUWFC will be meeting with Capital Football

Treasurer), Bronte Hunter (Treasurer - and an

CEO Phil Brown in May to discuss the future of the

accounting student, lucky us) and Alice McNeill

club. In particular, we are looking to move into

(Secretary - I don't do much except write these

NPL for 2022, and appreciate the support

things!).

ANUFC have extended to us in this endeavour.
We will also be

speaking to Phil about the

We held our Preseason Launch at the RUC, with

inequitable allocation of fields. We are looking

lawn

forward

bowls

and

the

W-League

final

for

to

the

continued

expansion

and

entertainment. We are looking forward to our

strengthening of ANUWFC in the future. We

Trivia Night, scheduled for May 14 , which is to

endeavour to fight not only for our club, but for

be held at Hellenic Club in the City. We are

all female footballers in the ACT.

th

looking forward to more joint events with ANUFC
during 2021, including a joint pub crawl and
Matilda's Olympic viewings.

Alice McNeill
2021 ANUWFC Secretary

SEASON LAUNCH 2021
ANUFC rang in season 2021 with its annual season launch, this year playing host to a huge (by
COVID standards) crowd at Hellenic in the city. Members got the chance to hear from Club President
Jonathan (who definitely didn’t rinse and repeat his speech for the ‘A Word From the President’
section just earlier), the CEO of ANU Sport, and new NPL Head Coach Adam Condipodero, all
masterfully MC-ed by Brett Graham. Complementing the speeches was a top-notch spread, care of
the wonderful Hellenic kitchen, as well as a FIFA set-up in the corner, and the round 16 Western
Sydney Wanderers v Adelaide United match-up on the big screen. Best of all, the season’s new
Kappa kits were launched to an ovation, with our (begrudgingly) volunteer models strutting their
stuff in the new strip. An excellent night of fun and football, season launch 2021 set the tone for
what looks to be a fantastic 59th season at ANUFC.
Joshua Woodyatt
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Gulson Canberra. The Home of Fine Cars for over 50 years.
Gulson Canberra was established in 1963 by Ray Gulson. What started out as a
motorsport and tuning shop quickly grew into a successful motor dealership. Ray
has always had a passion for motorsport and special motor vehicles. Rays desire to
meet and exceed the needs and desires of his customers was a key to his success.
Today the tradition continues. Gulson Canberra is now owned by Rays son Graham.
Enthusiasm, passion and customer service are still our core principles.
We now represent Porsche, Fiat, Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Dodge. and Jeep brands.
Come into any of the Gulson Canberra showrooms and meet our dedicated and
enthusiastic team.
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LEADING THE LINE

ANUFC’s NPL campaigns have got

ANUFC in the National Premier Leagues

sitting top of the table. Grinding

off to a flying start in 2021, with both
the NPL2 and under-23 squads
hard after a draw against Canberra
White Eagles (1-1) on matchday one,

the NPL2 boys recorded strong results against Wagga City Wanderers (4-0), Queanbeyan City (1-0),
and Yoogali (4-2) to go first by one point. Not to be outdone, the under-23s have made an
undefeated start to the season, convincingly beating each of White Eagles (7-1), Wagga (4-3),
Queanbeyan (4-2), and Yoogali (4-0), and sending striker Lee Hynes third in the ANUFC Golden
Boot competition (page 29). Check out our What’s on in May section for details on home fixtures this
month and be sure to turn out in support of our boys in blue and white!

Rout: ANU through on goal against Wagga

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

NPL
P
ANU FC
3
Canberra White Eagles FC 3
O'Connor Knights SC
3
Queanbeyan City FC
3
Yoogali SC
3
Brindabella Blues FC
3
Weston Molonglo FC
3
Wagga City Wanderers FC 3

W
2
2
2
2
2
1
0
0

D
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
1
1
1
2
3
3

F
6
8
8
8
7
8
3
0

A
1
4
2
4
6
9
11
11

GD
5
4
6
4
1
-1
-8
-11

Away days: ANU in action against Queanbeyan
PTS
7
7
6
6
6
3
0
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

NPL U23s
ANU FC
Weston Molonglo FC
Queanbeyan City FC
O'Connor Knights SC
Brindabella Blues FC
Wagga City Wanderers FC
Canberra White Eagles FC
Yoogali SC

P
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

W
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
0

D
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1

L
0
1
1
2
2
2
3
3

F
19
7
10
13
10
6
9
5

A
6
3
10
13
10
8
17
12

GD
13
4
0
0
0
-2
-8
-7

PTS
12
9
7
6
4
4
3
1
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WHAT’S ON IN MAY
Brought to you by:
ANU Sport Board Elections
ANUFC’s

Joshua

Woodyatt,

Xavier

Ellingham, and Adam Condipodero are all
standing

in

the

upcoming

election,

scheduled for 4-6 May. For more,
including how to vote, see page 19.

NPL Home Games

ANUWFC Trivia Night

Be sure to check out their games against

Head on over to Hellenic on 14 May at

Weston

South),

7:00pm for ANUWFC’s Annual Trivia

O’Connor (3:15pm, 23 May, South), and

Night! Tickets are available now for what’s

White Eagles (3:15pm, 29 May, South)!

sure to be a great evening.

(3:15pm,

15

May,

What’s in the SCUM
in 2021
SCUM is celebrating its 30th anniversary in 2021 (!) and relies on
submissions from across the club for its weekly match reports. This
season we are looking for submissions up to 500 words covering
interesting or exciting results (win or lose) from your team. We do our
best to fit as many match reports as possible into each issue, so as
long you meet the editorial guidelines, we’ll publish! If only they took
it this easy with writing and publishing standards across the rest of the
University.
This year’s match reports will run in conjunction with the Hardly the Pulitzer Prize photo competition (see
page 22), with the promise that articles paired with an image won’t be relegated to the absolute back of
the issue. For more on SCUM’s editorial guidelines, and for information on complaining to the editor about
a report, an image, the font, or just the kind of bloke he is, see page 31.
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LOVIE’S LEGION SET UPON
THE LONG, WINDING ROAD
TO THE PROMISED LAND

heavily to squad recruitment with no more than

State League 2 Reserves
ANUFC v UC Stars
Willows 1
17 April (matchday 1)

The two sides had played out a lifeless 0-0 draw

nine new acquisitions. And it was the debutants
that impressed with the home fans excited about
things to come.

weeks earlier, but this time the ANU set the tone
and hit the front inside the opening five minutes
as experience met with promise. A searching ball
from the ‘Mouse’, in his 36th and possibly final
season with ANUFC, found the galloping Benjy
Jacobson on debut to roll across for Daniel Hick

‘Allegations are normal. Conviction is terminal.
You cannae relegate a dead club.’ Famous words
which many thought would be his last were once
again pronounced in his first post-match press
conference of the season. Such is Lovie’s
determination and hunger for reform. For blood.
For revenge. His crazed stare, his mutterings and
movements. All welcome signs of life for the few
fans that remain and pray of a rejuvenated assault
on the holy land. Oliver Owens’ debut goal
sealed the points and sent his manager wild in a
contest the newly created side had dominated,
yet hadn’t finished. Had allegations that the
ANUFC 3 reserves, that rich protestant jewel in
Canberra’s footballing crown, had been involved
in rife branch stacking proved too much? Yes.
Was Lovie taking his sentence lying down? No.

The shock and surprise of February’s decision to
reimagine and re-enlist ANUFC Pty Ltd – this time
as Div 2 Reserves – seemed timid in comparison
reappointing

the

controversial

Lovie.

However, a recent survey of surviving ANU FC
members suggested he had enough support to
hold the leadership. ‘Lovie is my leader, and I am
ambitious for him,’ said an unnamed senior
member

of

the

been built on the pace of Thaxter and Hick on the
wing and it was no surprise to see the two repeat
their scoring feat. Charlie ‘Eric’ Thaxter enjoyed a
breakout 2020 and looks to have put his partyboy lifestyle to bed. He will be well supported by
the likes of new signings Jacobson and Lees. But
the fans will have to wait to see the big money
signings of Szambowski in the heart of defence
and Ardnt up top, who both pulled up only days
prior to Matchday 1. Recent seasons have seen
clubs finally recognise the need to spend big at
the back and both have impressed in preseason.
‘Football and dance are more similar than the
world

imagines,’

Lovie

said.

‘When

the

performance begins, both football and dance
require maximum concentration. I am pleased,
we danced well.’ Attention now turns to an early

New Team, New Dream

to

to open his 2021 account. 2020’s strength had

squad.

Following

his

reappointment, the new money then turned

season six pointer with Weston Molonglo FC.
Sam Edwards

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 4 – 0 UC Stars
Scorers:
Daniel Hick
Charlie Thaxter

Oliver Owens
Felix Freckmann
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STATE LEAGUE STANDINGS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

State League 1
Belnorth FC 4
Weston Molonglo FC 1
ANU FC 3
ANU FC 1
Gungahlin Juventus 2
UC Stars Football 6
Monaro Panthers FC 3
ADFA FC 1
Majura FC 6
Woden Valley SC 9

P
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2

W D
2 0
2 0
1 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

L F A
0 12 4
0 6 0
0 8 1
1 6 5
1 5 4
1 3 2
0 1 1
1 0 4
2 3 9
2 1 15

GD PTS
8
6
6
6
7 4
1 3
1
3
1
3
0
1
-4 0
-6 0
-14 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

State League 1 Reserves
Belnorth FC 5
ANU FC 4
UC Stars Football 7
Weston Molonglo FC 2
ANU FC 2
Gungahlin Juventus 3
Monaro Panthers FC 4
Woden Valley SC 10
Majura FC 7
ADFA FC 2

P
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1

W D
2 0
2 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

State League 2
Yass FC 1
Cooma SC 1
Canberra City SC 1
Lanyon United FC 1
Weston Molonglo FC 18
UC Stars Football 8
ANU FC 5
Brindabella Blues FC 4
Tuggeranong United FC 1
Canberra Croatia FC 2

P
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2

W D
2 0
1 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0

L F A GD PTS
0 10 1 9
6
0 10 1 9
4
0 5 1 4
3
0 2 1 1
3
1 4 4 0
3
0 2 2 0
1
0 2 2 0 1
1 3 4 -1 1
2 1 10 -9 0
2 1 14 -13 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

State League 2 Reserves
Yass FC 2
Brindabella Blues FC 5
ANU FC 7
Weston Molonglo FC 19
Canberra City SC 2
UC Stars Football 9
Cooma SC 2
Canberra Croatia FC 3
Woden Valley SC 10
Lanyon United FC 2

P
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
0
1

W D
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0

L F A GD PTS
0 12 1 11 6
0 8 3 5 3
0 4 0 4 3
0 3 1 2 3
1 4 3 1 3
1 2 5 -3 3
1 4 9 -5 1
1 2 8 -6 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 3 -2 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

State League 3
ANU FC 6
Canberra City SC 3
UC Stars Football 10
Woden Valley SC 11
Belwest Foxes SC 1
Brindabella Blues FC 6
Tuggeranong United FC 3
Narrabundah FC 1
Burns FC 2
Belsouth FC 2

P
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2

W D
2 0
2 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

L
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

State League 3 Reserves
Narrabundah FC 2
Burns FC 3
Belsouth FC 3
Tuggeranong United FC 4
Belwest Foxes SC 3
Canberra City SC 4
UC Stars Football 11
ANU FC 8
Woden Valley SC 12
Brindabella Blues FC 7

P
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

W D
2 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0

L
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

F
9
8
6
5
5
2
3
4
4
2

A GD PTS
1 8 6
6 2
6
4 2
6
5 0
3
5 0
3
2 0
1
7 -4 1
5 -1 0
6 -2 0
7 -5 0

F
11
9
10
15
10
6
1
1
4
0

F
6
6
7
3
2
2
2
3
1
1

A
3
2
5
4
4
7
5
10
14
13

GD
8
7
5
11
6
-1
-4
-9
-10
-13

PTS
6
6
6
3
3
3
0
0
0
0

A GD PTS
0 6 6
0 6 6
3 4 3
3 0 3
3 -1 3
4 -2 3
4 -2 3
7 -4 3
4 -3 0
5 -4 0
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The

fresh

new

competitive

season

got

underway as a crew of hearty souls old and
new boarded the good ship ANUFC, with the
first port of call for this strained metaphor
being Weston (or Mawson?). The ‘Champions’
were ripe for the picking off the back of their
non-existent preseason and the fact that they
really ought to consider playing O45s. So ripe
that they emitted a faint boozy smell, which I'm

SUNSHINE AND UNCORNS
Masters League 1
Weston Molonglo v ANUFC
Mawson 104
18 April (matchday 1)

sure has nothing to do with anything.
for
With The Unblinking Eye (Capital Football)

one

of

Canberra's

most

annoyingly

persistent teams).

decreeing new decrees regarding matchday
squad sizes, ANU couldn't muster the full

It didn't take long for ANU to reinforce

allocation of 400, with some ongoing knack

Weston's status as has-beens when Carroll got

concerns and registration tomfoolery. Markus

onto the end of a delectable Ciano free kick to

nearly missed the cut too - the universe getting

tower like an obelisk and face-smash the ball

in the way of best intentions to arrive only ten

into the top corner. Weston's reply came

minutes late. That's a paddlin'...

quickly in the form of a corner routine so
routine it is synonymous with their dated, old

Time is a cruel mistress and her chilling

man style of play. It worked, but not for long.

embrace spares no one. Not least of all a

Soon after, Mark found himself in the unusual

Weston team that may start feeling the effects

position of being on the pitch to fashion

sooner rather than later. It may be too early to

something

write Weston off, but I'm writing them off as a

Weston 'keeper long enough that he forgot to

spent force. There comes a time when ‘one

use his legs to take a single step back. But it

more season’ becomes one too many and the

wasn't enough as ANU were too slow to learn

goalward

that

bemused

the

their lesson on corners. Players on both teams
perennial finals-botherers shouldn't be a

did their best to lose match balls on day one,

factor anymore. They should just turn up to any

but no more goals. On the adjacent field, a

park on a Sunday and eat hotdogs with their

Lanyon player left with his head in a bandage,

best mate referees, with whom they are on a

so we have that to look forward to.

first name basis (there will almost certainly be
no comeuppance for the disdain shown here

Mark Shrewsbury

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 2 – 2 Weston
Scorers:
Mark Shrewsbury
Chris Carroll
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In these strange, pandemic-y times, it’s hard to
know what to believe anymore, with the
tectonic plates shifting beneath our feet
seemingly every hour. State borders, once
considered irrelevant beyond the Sheffield
Shield cricket final, suddenly have a modicum
of significance. The wisdom of the modern
sage that is Pete Evans starts triumphing in the
war against evidence-based science. What
next...? European football powerhouses form

THE BIRTH OF THE
‘PLAZENKA’
Masters League Over-45s
Weston Molonglo v ANUFC
Wanniassa 201
18 April (matchday 1)

a new rebel super league in a blatant grab for
cash? Goalkeepers rebel against the very fibre
of their being and start scoring goals in a
desperate plea for relevance? It’s all too much.
Pass the ammo, digger.

Over 45 competition had also proven too
much for the team’s overworked manager and
goalkeeper. At the office, Plastic’s work
priorities kept changing, his focus scattered.
At home, one of the kids came down with
gastro. His nonagenarian mum was draining,
her life filled with complaints and ghosts and
clutter. And on the Saturday, he missed out at
a house auction, blown away by some Baby
Boomer prick who hadn’t had their fill of
financial good fortune. Plastic wanted to run
for the hills, to seek momentary respite from
this shitfuckery. But instead, he ran for the
comforting embrace of Wanniassa 201. Most
of the ANU squad had registered. Some
hadn’t. Who knew anymore. Who cared.
Things just got wackier at the ground. News
through

of

peacock into position, Matty Clissold scuffed
the uneven turf in frustration, at the sight of his

The week leading up to Round 1 of the Masters

filtered

traditionally his antithesis. Watching Wisey

O’Connor

Knights

withdrawing from the competition at the
eleventh hour. Dutch supercoach De Ruyter
then made the shock announcement that
attacking spearhead Wisey would be starting
in central defence, a position that was

displacement from the starting line-up by a
random assemblage of cancerous skin and
bad teeth masquerading as a footballer. Poor
Matty lamented his misfortune almost as much
as the lack of a club nickname and defined
jawline.
Fortunately, the game started predictably
enough, with ANU all over Weston like a cheap
Kappa playing kit. Fresh from a leisurely half
marathon, Matty Cuttell left opponents in his
wake. Captain Cosmo bamboozled Weston
with his sharp, Bavarian-inspired play and
opened the scoring after 20 minutes. An
unseen sniper took down Pat as he stormed in
on goal, a sight that was only made funnier by
his vaudevillian attempts to stay upright. He
was promptly substituted in disgrace and went
to scream into the pillow that he always
packed in his kitbag for such occasions.
Stods soon had his oil checked in the goalbox
– penalty to ANU. With the team’s regular
penalty-taker (Pat) in the room of mirrors, all
eyes went to Plan B (Wisey), until it was
realised that he too was standing on the wrong
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side of the touchline. So, who to call upon as a

slapped, jokes told. Everyone was laughing,

cool, calm head to extend the ANU lead? The

enjoying themselves. Except for Nigel, whose

answer was clear. Up strode the loudest

ale tasted bittersweet. Had he actually played

member of the squad, mouthguard glistening

in the game...? Was he even in the squad...? He

in the Tuggeranong sunshine. Didn’t even take

was kitted up but still wasn’t sure. And his

off his gloves to place the ball on the spot. A

missus would be asking when he got home. All

quick glance at the bottom left-hand corner,

Nige could do was sip his beer pensively and

and the ball was inadvertently smacked down

stare at Haigy with the intensity of a jealous

the guts of the goal. 2-0 and the ‘Plazenka’ was

lover.

born. The sideline groaned with collective
ignominy. Plastic smiled for the first time all

A giggling Macca proposed the nickname of

week and promptly began writing the match

‘Cuddles’ for Matty Clissold. Someone else

report in his head. Such was his focus that he

suggested ‘Chisel’, which was undeniably

didn’t even notice being chipped from long

sarcastic and downright cruel. In the end, I

range ten minutes later.

think the team settled on ‘Butch’.

The rest of the match was the equivalent of

Peter Papathanasiou

awkward

post-coital

conversation.

ANU

scored two more goals thanks to Cosmo and
Pat.

Channers

and

Hairy

Haigy

(damn

autocorrect) were influential in the bedroom of
central midfield. “I love you. No, I love you. Did
you take the recycling out? My mum’s coming
round tomorrow. The kids need haircuts. Have
you put your tax return in yet? I told you, we’re
going to lose our childcare rebate...”
Weston were a good bunch of blokes. We

Nicked: Some guy called Antonin Panenka rips off

respected a moment’s silence pre-game to

Plastic’s penalty-spot genius at the 1976 European

honour the passing of one of the players’ dads,

Championships

and they admitted to milking a second half
penalty, which was duly passed along the
ground to Plastic’s waiting hands. On this day,
football was the surely winner. But more
accurately, ANU was the winner.
After the game, the much-vaunted MO45 esky
was unlatched like the bra of a sorority girl.
The lights of heaven came on, a chorus of
amber angels calling our names. Cans were
handed around, smiles exchanged, backs

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 4 – 1 Weston
Scorers:
Raoul Craemer (2x)
Peter Papathanasiou
Pat Walker
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THE ‘MACCA’ SCHOLARSHIP
In 2006, ANUFC honoured legendary clubman Steven ‘Macca’ McIntyre with the award of life
membership, which entitles recipients to free registration as long as they play with the club. Macca
has generously donated his free ANUFC membership to an eligible student each year who
demonstrates values consistent with the club.
Applications are open now for the 2021 Macca Scholarship, and are open to all ANUFC members
who:
•

Are enrolled as students at ANU;

•

Are preferably 18-21 years of age; and

•

Demonstrate one or more of ANUFC’s five club values – club spirit, fair play, fair go, play to
win, and vilis est sermo (talk is cheap).

The award is not limited to contributions to ANUFC. On the contrary, evidence of your potential to
be a club person is what matters, regardless of how new you are to the club.
How to Apply?
Please head to the ANUFC website. Deadline for applications is May 14th at 11:59pm.

Friday Night Social Football
Tired of working on actual skills at training? Looking to just get out and play? Friday night social
football might just be for you! Free to all ANUFC and ANUWFC members, social football is a new
initiative running each Friday at 5:00pm that encourages fun and participation above all. With
catering care of Pizza Capers Gunghalin after each session, it’s the perfect way to unwind at the end
of the week. Keep an eye on the ANUFC Social Football Facebook group for all the details and be
sure to tell your friends and co-workers – social football is open to everybody!
When?
Every Friday at 5:00pm.
Where?
South Oval (but check the ANUFC Facebook page, as the location can change!).
How Much?
Free for ANUFC and ANUWFC members, and $50 for the season for new players.
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ones, I had warmed the bench for long enough

THE CAPTAIN’S KISS

and started to warm up myself.

Masters League Over-45s
Woden Valley v ANUFC
Kaleen Enclosed 1
2 May (matchday 2)

Cosmo, dominating the centre of the park,
smelled blood and started a smooth run from
halfway. His shot fumbled by the keeper,
Macca’s indecision on the follow-up saw Ravi
sneak in and tap one home. 0-1 ANUFC. The
remainder of the half continued in the same
vein, more missed opportunities and the

Belconnen

nagging doubt that Plastic would either: (a) be

streets at 8:10am on a Sunday could not fill my

chipped off his line, or (b) take the chance to

heart with any more joy. Only a 15-minute

score from the penalty spot should the chance

drive

arise – an ominous promise from the sideline

Driving

through

to

the

the

glorious

ground!

Thoughts

of

an

entertaining game of football ahead, with the

as he ran onto the pitch before kickoff.

ball being spread from the back, quick
switches of play from the midfield through to a

The ref blew for half time and quadrupled his

strong attack, and clinical finishing. All these

steps for the game as he ambled to the sheds

daydreams quickly vanished as I pulled into

from the centre circle for a well-earned flask of

Diamantina Crescent, parked up, looked

hot sweet tea. The half time talk consisted of

around, and realised I had ‘done a Haigy’ and

missed opportunities, spreading the ball wide,

gone to the wrong venue.

the need for urgency, watch for the counterattack, be less shit, and shooting practice. 10

On arrival at Kaleen Enclosed, a few hundred

mins were duly up and the eventful second half

metres down the road, half the team were

started in earnest.

already there ready to dress the pitch.
However, the key for the equipment shed was

Less than five minutes on the clock and

missing and we were left waiting expectantly

Channers waltzed through the defence like a

like a pass from Pat in front of goal. With time

celebrity on Dancing with the Stars, partnering

running down, the key turned up, the pitch was

perfectly with Palf(rey) who strode forward and

dressed, and Palf(rey) arrived.

slotted home; a perfect ten on the judges’
scorecard and 0-2 to ANU FC. Buoyed by the

After a team talk from CDR, the game opened

goal, Dom could sense his time on the pitch

dubiously with Woden’s crisp passing creating

was coming and asked Palf(reman) to kick the

a few half-chances. These soon faded away like

ball and warm up. Unfortunately, with my back

the light cloud cover over a glorious Kaleen

turned, Woden countered. I turned around to

playing surface as the ANU FC began to

see Plastic off his line and looked to the sky to

dominate. Playing out from the back, the

check if there was the ball floating gently over

central

coach’s

his head – surprisingly not. Plastic was running

instructions with precision, the link-up play

out like a sweeper keeper to clean up an

with Channers, Palfrey and Cosmo released

attacking raid, narrow the angle, and put

Macca to no avail. After several failed one-on-

pressure on the striker. Alas, no. 1-2.

defence

executed

the
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the pitch with a bleeding ear, not sure if it was
With the bit between their teeth, Woden

a cut in his ear or from his ear, but I hope he’s

pressed harder and ANU seemed to ease their

ok.

foot off the pedal. Woden pushed forward and
won a corner; with the eyes of Arsène Wenger,

In the ensuing exchange, energy levels

the Woden striker couldn’t see whose boot the

became elevated. There was lots of shouting

ball came off after he made contact, kicking it

and pushing and shoving which quickly

out of play. Afflicted with the same visual

descended into a potential bloodbath more

impairment, the Woden linesman made similar

reminiscent

decisions, as did one Woden midfielder who

Taking a deep breath, the ref left the centre

was convinced he had been fouled. Not

circle for only the third time all day, spoke with

content with the decision going against him,

Woden,

said midfielder ran to the centre circle to let rip

repeatedly shouted at with a view to sending

a tirade of abuse at the ref who, in all honesty,

Cosmo off. From the sideline, CDR refused to

hadn’t really seen the incident anyway.

sub his influential captain. Geoff the ref

of

spoke

Charnwood

with

than

Cosmo,

Kaleen.

and

was

weighed up his options, stood tall, reached for
Minutes later, Cosmo was reintroduced to the

his pocket, and produced a yellow. Woden

game after some time on the bench. A few

erupted; ANU, like Tay-Tay, shook it off, and

jinking runs through the middle of the park

carried on.

and the Woden midfield and defence were
bamboozled, a punch thrown from Woden

After an uneventful end to the game, Woden

here, a punch thrown from Cosmo there, just

walked off the pitch heads down and empty-

to make his presence known, and we were set

handed. A tight game that, had we put away

for a turbulent end to the match. Not long after

our opportunities in the first half, we could and

the dodgy corners, lineman decisions, and the

should have come away with win by several

reintroduction of Captain Cosmo, the shit well

goals. A dirty Woden will be licking their

and truly hit the fan.

wounds and hoping to make amends when
next we meet in June. And after our captain’s

Cosmo picked up the ball; the tackles, which

‘kiss’, it’s sure to be a tussle to relish.

had been coming thick and fast from the first
half, did not abate. Cosmo ran towards the
central defender, and I swore I saw the
defender plant his foot and drop his shoulder.
Never

one

to

abandon

his

Germanic

footballing roots (give as hard as you get),
Cosmo then clattered into the defender,
elbows aloft, and smacked him on the side of
the head. Like two proverbial sacks of
potatoes, both players hit the deck, with only
Cos returning to his feet shortly after. After a
few minutes, the Woden player was walked off

FINAL SCORE
Woden 1 – ANUFC 2
Scorers:
Lalit Prasad
Michael Palfrey
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Established in 2014 Ford Peterson is Australia’s leading accounting,
finance and risk recruitment business.
We actively work with candidates and clients in the following disciplines:
• Accounting Professional Services
• Accounting Commerce
• Business Office Support
Ford Peterson is looking for a content writer, it would suit someone that is currently studying
and wants 5-10 hours per week.
We are also looking for people who are interested in working in client services, the role
would be predominantly phone based and would suit someone in the final year of uni that is
looking for 10-15 hours per week.
Please contact peter@fphq.com.au if interested in either.
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LOOKING GOOD PLAYING
FOOTBALL
Masters League 1
Queanbeyan City v ANUFC
AIS Grass 2
28 April (matchday 1)

seasons slowly! This was late season QBN, not
early season QBN. What gives?
Later, ANU was able to exploit the sometimes
comedy goalkeeping on show, taking a 2-1
lead, and some champagne passing, into the
break. Moesy had levelled with a header
before Miguel chipped into a virtually empty
net. Chris Carroll was also very mobile. You're
very mobile, Chris. (He'd want me to point that
out - identities!) A midfield cameo proved very

The unusual backdrop of the chilly evening air
of AIS was the venue for a culturallysensitively-rearranged fixture between ANUFC
and QBN, postponed two days before the
round takes place. The two teams are
traditional rivals in the sense that nobody likes
playing QBN. Although it would deplete
playing stocks considerably, teams based in
NSW have no business competing in The
Unblinking Eye Capital Football competitions,
which includes the likes of Monaro, Yass,
Goulburn, Wagga, Cooma, Palerang and other
places with names that strike images of Aussie
folklore and dubious football.
The two teams were coming off the back of
quite different openings to this campaign:
ANU with an encouraging *checks notes* draw
against Spent Force Weston, with QBN being
pantsed by competition favourites UC (a
version of which were beaten by ANU in the
pre-season Uni Cup). But form means nothing
in midweek games. QBN made the most of the
sparkling AIS surface, sweeping the ball
around coherently. QBN seems to subscribe to

effective, but added congestion to the queue
of midfielders seeking game time. Speaking of
which, ANU's midfield to start the second half
was…disjointed. QBN scored, then scored
again after Markus got on the wrong side of
QBN’s #8, clattering into his legs in the kind of
offer-you-can't-refuse

moment

where

a

penalty is certain. With the complaining
growing, the referee just had to close his eyes,
think of England, and blow the whistle. Where
While ANU have folded before, they battled
on, and when Moesy looped another header
goalward, they looked likely to finish the job.
BUT...In a Sliding Doors moment that gave
Carroll PTSD, with the QBN keeper off his line
and flailing, Paul sent a lofted shot onto the
crossbar from which QBN counterattacked
and scored. On the whole, there were periods
when ANU played football and looked good,
and other times when they did not and looked
less good, mused ANUFC-great Gary in postmatch analysis (he had been drinking).
Mark Shrewsbury

the idea that attacking formations are for
losers and had overlapping things happening,
upsetting ANU's self-assumed identity of
being a better team. ANU wasn't exactly
expecting to concede early. You could see the
mental abacuses tacking back and forth - but
they conceded seven last week! They start

FINAL SCORE
Queanbeyan 4 – ANUFC 3
Scorers:
Miguel Lattz

Ian Moes (2x)
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HARDLY THE PULITZER PRIZE
Your best photos from season 2021
If you score an incredible goal on the weekend, and nobody’s there to capture it, did it really
happen? Here at SCUM we’re trying to solve that problem, and to save some money on matchday
photography, by turning to you! If you reckon you take a good photo on your cracked iPhone, or if
you know somebody with a nice camera that takes themselves a bit too seriously and will work for
free, send in your/their shots each matchdays for a chance to win the monthly prize.
Each week’s images will be judged by the editor, with the winner (if we can make it fit) earning a
spot on the cover of SCUM. The best images from each matchday will then go into the draw to win
the grand prize at Presentation Night 2021.
For more details on Hardly the Pulitzer Prize, including submission guidelines, see page 31.

ANU Sport Board Elections
ANUFC are standing candidates for all vacant positions on the ANU Sport Board in 2021, with NPL
Coach Adam Condipodero joined by CLM3 veterans Xavier Ellingham and Joshua Woodyatt.
Elections to the ANU Sport Board are the best way to have a say in matters important to ANUFC, so
it’s imperative that everyone votes. Voting is open to all students and ANUFC members, so go and
badger your friends/co-workers/literally anyone that will listen to help our candidates get up!
The vote opens at 9:00am on May 4th and closes at 5:00pm May 6th. Voting info will also be sent
out via email to all club members.

Looking sharp: ANUFC candidates Adam Condipodero, Xavier Ellingham, and Joshua Woodyatt (L-R)
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MASTERS LEAGUE STANDINGS
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Masters League 1
UC Stars Football 14
Queanbeyan City FC 1
Weston Molonglo FC 15
Lanyon United FC 4
Belwest Foxes SC 7
ANU FC 16

P
1
2
1
1
1
2

W D
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1

L
0
1
0
0
0
1

F A GD PTS
7 2 5
3
6 10 -4 3
2 2 0
1
2 2 0
1
2 2 0
1
5 6 -1 1

Masters League 3
Brindabella Blues FC 3
Tuggeranong United FC 7
Belsouth FC 4
Weston Molonglo FC 17
Belnorth FC 14
ANU FC 18
Woden Valley SC 3
Belnorth FC 15
Gungahlin United FC 10
Gungahlin United FC 9

P
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

W D
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

L F A GD PTS
0 12 2 10 6
0 10 2 8
6
0 8 2 6
6
0 5 1 4
6
1 10 6 4
3
1 6 3 3 3
2 1 6 -5 0
2 1 9 -8 0
2 2 12 -10 0
2 2 14 -12 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Masters League 2
Weston Molonglo FC 16
Monaro Panthers FC 5
Gungahlin United FC 6
Burns FC 5
Woden Valley SC 2
UC Stars Football 15
Gungahlin United FC 7
ANU FC 17

P
2
2
2
2
0
0
1
1

W D
2 0
2 0
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

L
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

F
5
7
6
3
0
0
2
0

A GD PTS
0 5 6
5 2 6
7 -1 1
5 -2 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
3 -1 0
3 -3 0

1
2
3
4
5
6

Masters League O45s
Brindabella Blues FC 2
ANU FC 19
Woden Valley SC 4
Woden Valley SC 5
Canberra Croatia FC 1
Weston Molonglo FC 45

P
2
2
2
2
2
2

W D
2 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0

L
0
0
1
1
2
2

F
7
6
7
1
0
2

A GD PTS
1 6 6
2 4 6
2 5 3
6 -5 3
3 -3 0
9 -7 0

The season is almost upon us and it's starting to get cold in Canberra better treat yourself to a hot pizza from Pizza Capers Gungahlin. With
super hot deals like 2 for 1 Tuesdays (Buy one large pizza, get the
second free!) and Fan Favourite Fridays ($15 Large Reef and Beef
Pizza). Call the store or pop-in to get these killer deals that even Jose
Mourhino would love!
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Saturday 11:00am saw the start of ANUFC13’s
highly anticipated season. First up and under
the gun were the gunners, a club that provides
some wicked talent. However, our fellas were
fired up and ready by 10:30am – a new team
and a new coach, but full of gusto. Under the
tutelage of our new coach Marcus, a player
from the previous year, we went into the game
ready to fire and it did not take long. Ten
minutes in and some great build up play saw
lone striker Max sink the ball comfortably into
the back of the net. The opponents did not
give up, with two clear chances in reply – one
missing an open goal by inches, and another
superbly stopped one-on-one by our keeper,
Peter.
ANUFC Bounced swiftly back, with build-up
play from Sia and Angus going through Zac
and Kaushal on the right flank to provide Max
a golden chance he did not waste. 2-0 ANU.
From here we dominated the remainder of the
half, with shots from Burto and Su going just
wide. After a few more chances, Max once
again sank the ball into the back of the net
completing a first half hat-trick. Easy. But the
opponents were resilient and were not
showing signs of submission. Making a quick
break through our defence to put a ball into
the box, their striker snuck a goal into the
bottom corner with a fantastic shot,
unstoppable even for the likes of Oblak.
After a revitalising pep talk from Marcus, we
went back in ready to hold our lead. After five

ANU HANG ON IN GUNGHALIN

CLM 6
ANUFC 13 v Gunghalin United
South Oval
17 April (matchday 1)
minutes, a ball in from Henry found the feet of
our captain Sam, who was taken out viciously.
Nick 2, our penalty taker-designate and standin fullback, coolly smashed it down the middle.
4-1 for ANU. The opponents had other plans,
however, and started pushing our defence.
After four freekicks around the box, the
opponents curled in a well-placed ball that
found the head of a Gunner, striking the
crossbar much like Lampard’s disallowed 2010
world cup strike, except this time it swung
away from the line, only to be poked home by
another opponent. 4-2 to ANU. The attacks did
not subside, and the Gunner’s third goal
followed swiftly. The looping ball into the box
missed the rising fist of star goalkeeper Peter
and found the head of a free Gunner who
headed into an empty goal. Surely not?
With twenty minutes to go the game was really
getting scrappy. However, we calmed down,
and started to play our system, with Sonny and
Liam running their guts out to help keep the
ball from escaping midfield. With Jay creating
a few attacking chances down the left flank, we
saw the opponent fall back off their aggressive
stance.

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 4 – 3 Gunghalin
Scorers:
Max Wiggins (3x)
Nicholas Burton

The game now slowly finishing, ANU held onto
the 4-3 lead to come out victorious. While the
opponents were unlucky to not get at least a
point, huge props are owed to the boys for
holding them off.
Peter Philippa
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Following a dejecting 1-1 draw against the
‘lesser’ Belnorth on matchday one, Jono’s ‘first'
team were keen to hit reset and send a message
to the rest of Community League 3 in the season’s
first home game. Turning out (mostly) at 11:00am
to watch the newly-minted ‘second’ team
(ANUFC 15) face Belsouth, the tone was set early
by several of the first squad and the coach trying

A GAME OF TWO HALVES
CLM 3
ANUFC v Woden Valley
South Oval
24 April (matchday 2)

their best to wind up the Belsouth linesman.
A solid shift from keeper Andrew Gourley and
flashes of quality from the talented side weren’t

With full time blown on the Belsouth fixture,

enough to spare their blushes, with Belsouth

Jono’s post-match second team spray gave way

drilling two home to put the game beyond doubt.

to an interesting afternoon of CLM3 football. Two

They

shouldn’t

–

results

full training sessions of attacking manoeuvres

be

closely

looked to have paid off, with ANUFC putting

contested, so there’s plenty of opportunity to

Woden Valley to the sword early. Playing swiftly

build towards finals.

from left to right, midfield anchors Steve and Sol

elsewhere

be

suggest

disheartened
CLM6

will

Time to reflect: Jono does his best to look serious during his second team spray while wearing the Moray &
Agnew bucket hat. It is not successful. Ex-President Vlahos looks on, bemused by it all.
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gave the forward line plenty to work with, seeing
debutant Noah through on goal within the first
five minutes. Not to be outdone, attacking
stalwarts Adeeb and Xav rushed to get on the

Captain Fantastic: Kieran punts it up the park;
doesn’t see the ball up his end for another
twenty minutes.

scoresheet, notching up an astounding seven
goals between them. Such was the extent of the
devastation that even the centre backs Samos
and Alex were in with chances, each landing
slightly wide of the mark to the bench’s great
disappointment. Comfortable in his five-fer, Xav
came off at the thirty-minute mark. All was well.
Then the subs came on.
The writing was on the wall for ANUFC as the
once venerable attacking duo Tom and Josh
graced the pitch, with the not so super-subs
looking less Divock Origi and more Emmanuel

Oops: Gameday photographer takes a great
snap only to realise it’s of the wrong team.

Eboué (look it up – 8th December, 2008). The 8-0
rout ground to a halt. The seamless plays from
wing to wing stuttered. Woden got more of the
ball and, despite the result being well out of their
reach by that point, pulled the dynamic of the
game level. A clean Woden strike just before the
half had Jono nervous, but his team talk focused
on regaining composure and playing our game.
It didn’t happen. The second half ground along
in miserable deadlock, with Noah’s second
cancelled by a tame penalty past the otherwise
superb Kieran. Chance after chance went
wanting, not helped by Riti’s overly honest
linesmanship, before the whistle duly blew on a
9-2 win. Bench-bound shit-stirrer Dan figured we
should have cheered up a bit after a result like
that, but Jono wasn’t having a bar of it, as a robust
debrief of “sixty minutes of pure shit” ensued.
Thankfully he was in better spirits later that night
at Hellenic, Dan’s positivity winning the day with
a suite of long island iced teas and promises of
‘head spins on the d floor’ in the team WhatsApp.
Joshua Woodyatt

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 9 – 2 Woden
Scorers:
Xavier Ellingham (5x)
Adeeb Enayati (2x)
Noah Stael (2x)
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Just over a week ago, twelve wealthy European
clubs decided to break away the football pyramid
and create a European Super League. The move
was met with outrage, disgust and indignation
from football fans across the globe. Other, more
well-rounded and balanced experts commented
on the shock exclusion of ANUFC13. After their
gritty 4-3 win against Gungahlin cemented their
reputation as one of the standout teams within a

ANUFC13 GO BACK-TO-BACK
CLM 6
ANUFC v Weston Molonglo
Deakin 101
24 April (matchday 2)

5-minute walk of Badger and Co, players were
still buzzing as they travelled to Deakin Playing

Mourinho-wannabe’ Alim, gave the boys a

Fields, to play their first away game of the season

rousing pep-talk at half-time. With his powerful

against Weston Molonglo. Unlike their usual

defensive mindset words ringing in their minds,

South Oval fortress, the match was played with
the

ANUFC13 looked dangerous at the start of the

background, but on a pitch that had seen far

second half. Sonny bemused defenders pushing

better days! ANUFC13 played a relatively

up through the middle, and Andrew Barr’s

unchanged line-up after their opening win, with

uncanny reading of the game would have made

Gav starting in place of a missing Sia. The first half

the Chief Minister proud. With the match in the

was a tightly contested affair. ANUFC13 started

balance, an excellent passage of play from Henry

with purpose and intent, with Burto scoring the

and Sonny saw Wiggins score to break the game

first goal after a lovely run from Kaushal on the

open. With Molonglo flagging, a defensive mix-

wing. This early momentum quickly turned to

up saw Wiggins home for his second. This

Weston as their precise passing and incisive

spurred a desperate Molonglo effort to stay in the

through balls, pressured ANU13’s defence. This

match, with ANUFC13 holding firm against a

dominance was rewarded after an error from

wave of attacks. Their efforts were soon rewarded

Goose, led to a simple tap in from their striker.

with a freekick rebound sneaking into the bottom

The rest of the period saw ANU stave off the

corner. 3-2 with 10 minutes left. Facing defeat,

Molonglo attacks with some scrappy defending

Weston Molonglo stacked their forward half,

and excellent efforts from the full backs.

ANUFC13 doggedly preventing an equaliser. A

the

stunning

Brindabella

Ranges

in

last-minute corner saw Burto viciously taken out
A 1-1 score line reflected the evenness of the half

by the stranded Molonglo goalkeeper. A quick

and the quality of football played. Marcus ‘Jose

freekick saw Kaushal punish a tiring defence to
give Wiggins his hattrick. ANU finished with a 4-2

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 4 – 2 Weston
Scorers:
Nicholas Burton
Max Wiggins (3x)

win. A solid defensive effort from ANUFC13, with
Gav and Goose fighting valiantly against one of
the better teams in CLM6. Back-to-back wins
ensure ANUFC13’s table-topping status after two
rounds.
Max Wiggins
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COMMUNITY LEAGUE
STANDINGS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Community League 2
ANU FC 21
Gungahlin United FC 5
Belnorth FC 7
Gungahlin Juventus 4
Majura FC 8
Woden Valley SC 14
Gungahlin United FC 4
Belwest Foxes SC 5
ADFA FC 4
Belwest Foxes SC 4

P
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2

W D
2 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

L F A GD PTS
0 13 1 12 6
0 7 3 4
6
0 13 0 13 3
0 7 3 4
3
0 3 1 2
3
1 3 4 -1 3
2 2 4 -2 0
1 1 3 -2 0
1 0 10 -10 0
2 2 18 -16 0

Community League 4
P
Majura FC 9
2
ANU FC 11
2
Burns FC 4
2
ANU FC 10
2
Majura FC 53
2
Canberra White Eagles FC 31
Gundaroo Bullocks 1
2
Belnorth FC 10
2
ADFA FC 5
1

W D
2 0
2 0
1 1
1 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

L F A GD PTS
0 10 2 8
6
0 5 0 5 6
0 9 5 4
4
0 8 5 3 4
1 11 5 6
3
1 0 2 -2 0
2 2 7 -5 0
2 1 10 -9 0
1 0 10 -10 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Community League 3
Weston Molonglo FC 4
Belnorth FC 11
ANU FC 9
Weston Molonglo FC 3
Belnorth FC 8
O'Connor Knights SC 20
Woden Valley SC 15

P
2
2
2
1
2
1
2

W D
2 0
1 1
1 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0

L F A GD
0 6 4 2
0 9 1 8
0 10 3 7
0 1 1 0
1 2 3 -1
1 3 4 -1
2 2 17 -15

PTS
6
4
4
1
1
0
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Community League 5
Lanyon United FC 1
ANU FC 20
Weston Molonglo FC 5
ANU FC 12
Tuggeranong United FC 5
Narrabundah FC 3
ADFA FC 6
Majura FC 10

P
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2

W D
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

L
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
2

F
7
5
3
4
5
5
1
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Community League 6
ANU FC 13
Belnorth FC 16
Belsouth FC 1
Weston Molonglo FC 20
Gungahlin United FC 11
ANU FC 15
ANU FC 14
Yass FC 3

P
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

W D
2 0
1 1
1 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2

F A GD PTS
8 5 3 6
9 4 5 4
6 4 2 4
7 4 3 3
8 6 2 3
4 3 1 3
3 9 -6 0
0 10 -10 0

A GD PTS
4 3 6
0 5 3
0 3 3
2 2 3
6 -1 3
8 -3 0
5 -4 0
6 -5 0
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GOLDEN BOOT 2021
Nothing spurs a bit of (un)healthy competition quite like the golden boot, which is why ANUFC is
proud to announce that this year’s top scorer across NPL, and the State, Masters, and Community
Leagues will receive (something, we’re working on it) at the 2021 presentation night. In the event of
a tie, goal:game ratio will be used to separate winners. If that doesn’t work, players will be ranked
by division, failing all of which you’ll just have to make do and share the as-yet-unknown prize.
We at SCUM would like to stress that we do not endorse either the refusal to pass so you can try and
take five blokes on and score yourself, the refusal to be substituted because you haven’t scored yet,
or the tapping in of someone else’s goal right on the touchline, in the pursuit of the Golden Boot.
Here are the overall standings (minimum three goals) from April:
Rank

Player

League

Team

Games

Goals

1

Max Wiggins

CLM6

Marcus

3

9

2

Xavier Ellingham

CLM3

Jono 1

3

8

3

Lee Hynes

NPL U23s

NPL U23s

4

7

4

Noah Stael

CLM3/CLM6

Jono 1/2

3

6

5

Cameron Sambridge

SL1R

Rhodri

3

5

6

Ariel Larkey

SL1

Lachie

3

4

7

Eoin Noble

SL3

Wilson

3

4

8

Thomas Elford

CLM2

Battlers 1

3

4

9

Gus Coleman

NPL U23s

NPL U23s

4

4

10

George Owens

NPL U23s

NPL U23s

4

4

11

Joel Van Herten

SL1R

Iain

2

3

12

Jeremy Bernabe

CLM2

Battlers 1

2

3

13

Michael Deng

CLM5

Ilann

2

3

14

Juan Guerschmann

M3

M3

2

3

15

Sam Carters

NPL

NPL

3

3

16

Rowan Peterkin

NPL

NPL

3

3

17

Harry Williams

CLM4

Scott

3

3

18

Nicholas Burton

CLM6

Marcus

3

3
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Every Thursday night from 9-11pm at Upstairs Hellenic
$5 schooners of Mercury & Carlton⠀
$5 House Sparklings⠀
$5 Fruit Tingles⠀
$5 Vodka Mixers⠀
Live DJ from 9pm-late⠀
PLUS
$5 Gyros in the Bistro from 6pm
Pub games
Don’t Forget Your Vouchers!
Every ANUFC team gets a $50 MOTM voucher to spend at Hellenic Club and
is valid for up to 2 weeks after each match! (Speak with your coach for info)
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SCUM EDITORIAL
GUIDELINES
To prevent SCUM turning into War and
Peace, submissions for 2021 have been
limited to 500 words. We will publish all
acceptable submissions though, so get
writing! Your contributions are what make
the SCUM.
Submissions to the SCUM should be
directed

to

the

editor

at

scum@anufc.org.au.
Although submissions are designed to be
humorous

and

satirical,

the

ANUFC

committee and SCUM editor have a
responsibility to prevent the publication of:
•

Unwarranted

personal

attacks

(including, but not limited to,
slander,

vilification,

and

defamation);
•

Language that a reasonable person
would find obscene, offensive,
racist, or sexist; and

•

Anything

else

deemed

unreasonable or objectionable.
If you find something wrong with this issue
of SCUM, please feel free to contact the
editor at scum@anufc.org.au, or to access
ANUFC’s dispute resolution policies.

HARDLY THE PULITZER
PRIZE GUIDELINES
Photos make the SCUM stand out, and we encourage
submissions to Hardly the Pulitzer Prize. Submissions
should be sent to the editor (scum@anufc.org.au) as a
.jpeg file, along with:
•

The name of the photographer;

•

Details of the game (teams playing, final
scoreline, date); and

•

A catchy title (i.e. not ‘Photo24366 taken on
iPhone.jpeg’).

By submitting an entry to the editor, you confirm that
you own the rights to the image being submitted, you
further confirm that you have obtained the consent of
the subjects of the image as and where necessary, and
you agree that ANUFC may freely use that image until
and unless you revoke your consent to such usage.
Just as with match report submissions, we will not
publish any obscene or objectionable images. If you
have any concerns about the images in this issue of
SCUM, please feel free to contact the editor at
scum@anufc.org.au,

or

access

ANUFC’s

dispute

resolution policies.
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2021 COMMITTEE
President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Ordinary Member:
Ordinary Member:
Ordinary Member:
Ordinary Member:
Ordinary Member:
Ordinary Member:

Jonathan Saunders
Lachie Bayliss
Marcus Alim
Fabian Hoffman
Alice McNeill
Brett Graham
Michael Blacksell
Peter Papathanasiou
Thomas Crossley
Isaac Ellis

2021 VOLUNTEER TEAM
ANU Sport Liaison:
Michael Blacksell
Capital Football Liaison:
Brett Graham
Communications Manager: Timothy Harris
Equipment Manager:
Felix Freckmann
Masters Liaison:
Peter Papathanasiou
MPIO:
Ryan Vickers
NPL Liaison:
Thomas Crossley
SCUM Editor:
Joshua Woodyatt

c/o ANU Sport
Building 19
Racism has no place in sport, or in
society. ANUFC are proud partners

Back Cover

of Racism. It Stops With Me and are
committed to taking a stand against
racism and discrimination in all its
forms.

North Road
Acton, ACT 2601
ABN: 14 338 276 791
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